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Increasing profitability & efficiency
Discover how fissara® MOVE helped Dartmouth Skips make significant cost, 
time & administrative savings across its entire business

fissara® MOVE is a cloud-based workforce management 

platform that helps skip and waste haulage companies 

manage their staff, vehicles and jobs in one place.

With a dedicated driver’s mobile app and desktop admin 

platform, fissara MOVE virtually eliminates paperwork 

and can reduce staff admin costs by up to 50%.

Dartmouth Skips, a Devon-based waste collection and 

skip hire specialist, has seen considerable improvements 

in profitability and driver performance since they started 

using fissara MOVE in 2021. The company operates 

several vehicles across Devon.
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Improved profitability and driver performance
Since its implementation into Dartmouth Skips, fissara MOVE has:

Reduced the management time and financial burden of unauthorised waste by 

providing drivers with the ability to report waste contents and invoice customers 

for unbilled items more quickly.

Reduced time spent on job administration by over 50%. Dartmouth Skips has 

slashed staff overheads and been able to focus more time on profitable tasks and 

jobs, rather than dealing with cumbersome paper-based admin.

Improved profitability by cutting out print and paper costs. Fissara MOVE has 

replaced most paper-based processes with digital reporting, cloud document 

storage, and email-based order confirmations and Waste Transfer Notes.

Improved speed of invoicing and general finance admin. Fissara MOVE includes 

invoice and quoting tools, plus integration with popular finance systems like Xero 

and Sage. Dartmouth Skips have benefited from direct integration with Xero.

Eliminated the need to produce three Waste Transfer Notes (WTNs) for every job. 

Dartmouth Skips can produce and store WTNs using the fissara MOVE app, as well 

as capture customer signatures and send ‘e-confirmations’ to customers instantly.

Saved each driver thirty minutes per day conducting vehicle checks and job admin. 

Each driver saves upwards of thirty minutes every day on vehicle- and job-related 

admin, meaning significant savings across the business.

Call 0161 546 0336 to book an online demo and discover how fissara MOVE can 

help your business cut costs, reduce wastage and improve staff efficiency.
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Your jobs, drivers and vehicles all in one place
Eliminate paper-based working, improve customer service, and increase profits.

Relying on paper-based 

working, clipboards and 

physical document storage 

is a thing of the past with 

fissara MOVE.

Save time, money and 

effort by managing your 

most critical business 

tasks in real-time via the 

dedicated mobile app and 

desktop interface.

“

“

Our business was almost entirely a paper based operation before fissara. We had 

a full-time member of staff dedicated solely to office admin. Every day we would 

create three Waste Transfer Notes for each job, handwritten on carbon paper.

fissara MOVE has given us the ability to digitise our operations and save money in 

the process. The result is an enormously improved working environment for our 

drivers and more time for me to spend running the business day to day.

We tried and tested a few different systems before choosing fissara. What sold it to 

me was the price, functionality and simplicity of the interface.

Jaco Venter, Managing Director at Dartmouth Skips
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For mobile 
engineering teams

CALL 0161 546 0336 
TO BOOK A DEMO

For bulk haulage, 
skips and waste

CALL 0161 546 0336 
TO BOOK A DEMO

For property 
maintenance teams

CALL 0161 546 0336 
TO BOOK A DEMO


